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Book. This guide aims to let developers easily integrate
Macromedia Flash content with applications that are built using
Macromedia ColdFusion MX, Microsoft .NET, Java, PHP, or SOAP-
based Web services. The result is complex client/server
applications that more closely resemble desktop applications
than traditional Web pages. Gone is the click/wait/reload
approach of HTML. Your Web application uses Flash as the front
end while Flash Remoting handles the communication behind
the scenes with the application server. The book aims to help
you understand this breakthrough technology and use it to build
your own Rich Internet Applications (RIAs). Build applications
that connect to a database, file system, or other server-side
technologies. It can be used to create: online stores that feature
catalogs and shopping cart systems; sound and video clip
libraries; banner ads with built-in shopping carts, click-through
tracking, and site search capabilities; new controls that can be
used in place of HTML; extensions to Flash, Dreamweaver and
Fireworks; and front-ends to databases for administrators. The
book begins with Flash Remoting basics: setup, installation and
an introduction to its underlying concepts. Next,...
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II--  Mer r itt K ilba ck II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela  B lick-- Ang ela  B lick
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